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Do business better.

Ü RFID ... with other technologies, can
provide the quantum leaps needed in
execution performance.

”

JOHN FONTANELLA, AMR RESEARCH
THE ROLE RFID WILL PLAY IN THE SEARCH FOR PERFECT
LOGISTICS, MARCH 8, 2007

Globalization creates opportunities to serve new markets
and customers. But not without the challenge of handling
more products across more locations and more suppliers.
Without strong RFID capabilities, opportunities to create
business value by understanding customer demand,
increasing visibility, improving productivity, and advancing
data collection and accuracy may be missed.
Forward-thinking companies know they must step up
to the plate.

Leverage experience.
With over 25 years of experience in manufacturing, supply
chain, and asset management Infor™ offers solutions that
are used by leading manufacturers, retailers, and logistics
companies worldwide. These companies depend on Infor
SCM RFID to help them meet RFID compliance mandates
from both the retail sector and the US Department of
Defense (DOD), while leveraging RFID to put data in the
proper context so that they can serve their customers
more effectively and efficiently.
Whether you are a pharmaceutical company working on an
FDA initiative for product authenticity, a consumer
packaged goods company looking to manage industry
compliance and improve visibility, an aerospace and
defense company addressing DOD compliance, a logistics
company handling a visibility initiative, or a retailer with a
compliance initiative, Infor for can help you make the most
of your RFID investment.

Infor SCM
Get business specific.
With the standards-based RFID solution from Infor, you will
have all you need to improve process efficiency; gain
inventory visibility at the pallet, case, tray, and item level; and
eliminate manual receiving and shipping processes. Our
solution complies with EPCglobal standards, is Gen2 ready
(64/96-bit), provides extensive printer and reader support,
and also offers EPC data management and advanced
packaging capabilities. Edge device management, edge
process management, and rapid RFID deployment and
integration are all included.
Edge device management—comprehensive control
Save time and money by taking a unified approach to device
management. With Infor's RFID solution, you can manage
your RF (radio frequency), voice, and RFID devices in one
system. This component includes configuration and device
management for barcode and sensor-based devices, as well
as wireless devices.
Edge process management—synchronized processes
Utilize workflow and business process rules to coordinate
your applications and devices in real-time with your Infor
applications. You can even use packaged business flows,
transformation, and integration services to improve
processes, device interoperability, and data integration.
Rapid RFID integration—complete flexibility
Infor's RFID solution has an integration infrastructure that
helps you leverage back-end host systems from both Infor
and other legacy systems. It leverages Infor SCM
Performance Management for KPIs and analytics and Infor
SCM Event Management for real-time exception management.

See results now.
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Synchronize your manufacturing, fulfillment and
distribution operations with the rest of your supply chain
Lower labor costs through auto-identification of inventory
Capture and serialize more information on each item in
your inventory
Track and trace items in real time and reduce shrinkage
Meet compliance mandates for governments and retailers
around the world
Reduce costs associated with accelerated trailer loading
and automated receiving
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Our rapid deployment tools help you launch your RFID
initiative quickly so that you achieve benefits sooner rather
than later. Test operational scenarios and simulate your
operations before going live in the real world, and then quickly
scale those simulations into pilots and a full rollout. Rely on
Infor to:
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Contact your local
Infor office regarding
availability of products
in your region.

